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OBSTACLES AND
OPPORTUNITIES

Business is a team sport – whether it’s our team or the combined efforts of all the teams across
our business, we need to be performing at our best. So what makes a great team great?

Even the ‘best of the best’ have had obstacles to overcome on their way to greatness. They also
created or took opportunities that others overlooked or didn’t see, and that made all the difference
between 'good' and 'great'.

In the spaces below, name 1-3 teams that inspire you with their performance and identify the
characteristics you believe make them great.
High performing teams that inspire me

What are the obstacles you see that are limiting our team’s performance?
(e.g. Policies, attitudes, people, the market?)
What are the opportunities waiting to be taken?
(e.g. Offers of support, information, people, communication?)

The characteristics that make them great

1.

Our obstacles?

Our opportunities?

INTRODUCTION
2.

Our business is a collection of individuals who must work together effectively
as a group to achieve our goals. Turning these groups into high performing
teams is critical to our sustained business success.
Through our next four weekly conversations
we ask the questions:
• What makes a high performing team?
• How are we doing?
• How can we create greater performance?
• What part do I play?
The purpose of Creating High Performing Teams
is to improve team alignment, engagement and
performance. Alignment so that we all have the
same understanding of what it takes to be a high
performing team, Engagement so that we work
together effectively, and Performance because
we all want to experience success – as individuals,
teams and as a business!
‘Creating High Performing Teams’ is specifically
aimed at:
• Informing teams about what creates high
performance
• Investigating our ways of working as a team

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?
“Individual commitment to a group effort
– that is what makes a team work, a company
work, a society work, a civilisation work.”

3.

—Vince Lombardi, legendary US football coach

ACTIONS

The essence of being part of a high performing
team is knowing that, together, we can achieve
a fantastic outcome for our customers, for
each other, and for our business. You can have
immensely talented individuals working in the
same space, for the same company, but if they
don’t have a common purpose and play effectively
as a team, then the potential results will be lost.

What can we do to overcome or remove our obstacles?

What can we do to seize our opportunities?

Whether in business or beyond the walls of our 9 to 5 world, high performing teams share common
characteristics. Share your answers above with the group, and identify the common themes across
all the high performing teams you’ve selected.

The conversations you have during Creating High
Performing Teams should help you and everyone
in the team answer with passion and excitement:
• This is what makes a high performing team
• And this is how we do it!

• Igniting teams and individuals with fresh ideas
about how we can create greater performance
• Implementing new ways of working that
unleash our team’s high performance potential.
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WHAT’S THIS PACK ABOUT?
‘Creating High Performing Teams’ is designed to help your people turn up the
heat on their team performance by understanding what it takes to be a high
performing team, exploring what’s possible for them, and then getting into
action to unleash their potential.
‘Creating High Performing Teams’ enables your
people to answer important questions like:
• What makes a high performing team?
• How are we doing?

for the same company, but if they don’t have a
common purpose and play effectively as a team,
then the potential results will be lost.

• How can we create greater performance?

IDEAL OUTCOMES

• What part do I play?

• More and better communication

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

• Increased awareness and recognition
of individual and team strengths

“Individual commitment to a group effort
– that is what makes a team work, a company
work, a society work, a civilisation work.”

• Greater collaboration and team cooperativeness
• Increased and improved team performance.

—Vince Lombardi, legendary US football coach
The essence of being part of a high performing
team is knowing that, together, we can achieve a
fantastic outcome for our customers, for each other
and for our business. You can have immensely
talented individuals working in the same space,
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